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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIG ENCE

Time : 3 Hours Total Marks : 100

Note :- Attempt all questions. Each question carries equal marks.

t. Attempt any four parts of the following :

(a) What do you mean by artificial technique ?

(5x4=24)

(b) Write a short note on the foundations ofartificial intelligence.

(c) What did the main contributions of John McCarthy for the

establishment of artificial intelligence as a new discipline ?

(d) What do you mean by agent program ? How do you assure

that an agent program is an intelligent agent program ?

(e) Describe the role ofcomputer vision in artificial intelligence.

\- (0 Prepare a short note on the state-of-tlre-art of artificial

intelligence.

2. Attempt any two parts of the following : (2x10=20)

(a) What are the different parameters are used to evaluate a

search technique ?
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is neither
Show that the depth first search technique

comPlete nor oPtimal'

(c) Describe A* search technique' Prove thatA* is complete

and oPtimal'

aJ. Attempt any two pans of the following : (2x10=20)

(a) Prove that following statements are inconsistent'

(1) John loves Mary and Reddy is not happy but her

Parents are haPPY'

(i, If John maries Mary then William and her friend

ReddY will be haPPY'

(iir) John will marry Mary if Mary loves John'

Determine whether the following argument is valid'

,'Iflworkwholenightonthisproblem,thenlcansolveit.

If I solve the problem' then I will understand the topic'

Therefore, I will work whole night on this problem' then I

will understand the toPic'"

Describe Bayesian networks' How are the Bayesian

networks powerful representation for uncertainty V

knowledge ?

(b)

(b)

(c)

4. Attempt any two parts of the following : ()'x1O=20)

(a) Differentiate between supervised and unsupervised leaming

techniques'
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(b) Illustrate decision trees learningtechnique using a suitable

example.

(c) Write a note on naiVe Bayes model.

5. Write short notes on any fourofthe following : (4x5:20)

(a) Statistical pattern recognition

(b) Parametricestimationtechniques

tY (c) Pattern matching

(d) Speech processing

(e) Supportvectors

(0 Classificationtechniques.
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